
Vikan Transport Line
Advanced Cleaning Solutions for the Transport Industry
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Vikan’s line of exterior and interior tools for the transportation industry efficiently and effectively cleans 
vehicles of all sizes. Thanks to a wide range of purpose-built tools, professionals can clean vehicles with 
ease. From a deep clean to a quick wash, Vikan has the transportation cleaning solution you need.

Most of the tools in our range feature innovative rubber 
edges so you can clean as vigorously as you need to without 
worrying about scratching paint or molding. With a variety of 
scrubs, brushes, and squeegees to choose from, every part of 
a vehicle can be cleaned quickly and completely.

Useful for before, after, or instead of a car or truck wash, Vikan 
tools are extremely durable and well-suited for cleaning hard-
to-reach spaces and caked-on grime. No matter if you are 
cleaning a tractor-trailer or a sedan, the Vikan Transport Line 
has solutions that provide fast and effective results. 

Transport Brush Set 
Item number 521052

 
 
These three brushes form the foundation of any automotive 
detailing kit, allowing you to efficiently clean multiple areas of your 
vehicle. This kit contains 1 x 524652, 1 x 525352, and 1 x 31559.

Automobile Exterior Wash Set 
Item number 33301

 
 
The Automobile Wash Set is the perfect starter kit for auto detailers 
and limousine fleets. This set contains 1 x 475752, 1 x 524652, 
1 x 524752, 1 x 525352, 1 x 707752, 1 x 297152Q, and 
1 x 0703US.

Transport Line

Delivery Vehicle Exterior Wash Set 
Item number 33303

 
 
The Delivery Vehicle Wash Set is great for cleaning smaller 
commercial vehicles like box trucks and delivery vans. This set 
contains 1 x 524752, 1 x 707852, 1 x 545252, 1 x 297152Q, and 
1 x 0703US.

Tractor-Trailer Exterior Wash Set  
Item number 33302

 
 
The Tractor-Trailer Exterior Wash Set is ideal for commercial truck 
washes and fleet cleaning facilities. This set contains 1 x 475752, 
1 x 524652, 1 x 545252, 1 x 707952, 1 x 297352Q,  
1 x 297152Q, and 1 x 0703US.

Product Sets
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Wash Brush w/ Swivel Head 
Item number 526852

The head of this brush rotates 
and tightens into position so it 
can clean at multiple angles. The 
rubber edges protect paint. 

11” Vehicle Wash Brush 
Item number 475552 
 

 
 
 
This dip or waterfed brush has 
its corners edged in rubber to 
protect paint jobs. 
 

Vehicle High/Low Wash Brush 
Item number 524752

 

 
The angled design of this brush 
helps maintain constant contact 
with surfaces during washing, 
while rubber edges protect paint.

Detail Brush Set (7) 
Item number 556052

 
 
 
 
 
 
Clean easily with these seven 
brushes. 1 x 5.5 in (1), 0.7 x 5.3 
in (1), 0.5 x 5.1 in (1), 0.5 x 3.3 in 
(2), .1 x 3 in (1), 0.04 x 2.4 in (1) 

Detail Brush Set (2) 
Item number 556452

 
 
 
 
 
 
Clean crevices and other difficult-
to-reach areas with this set of 
two detail brushes.

Waterfed Rim Brush 
Item number 545252

 

 
Effectively clean wheels and rims 
on commercial vehicles with this 
large waterfed rim cleaner.
 

Waterfed Vehicle Hand Brush 
Item number 525452

This waterfed vehicle brush 
delivers great results where 
attention to detail is required.

Water Gun 
Item number 93249

This sturdy and well-built water 
gun allows for changes in water 
jet patterns, pressure, and 
direction.*

Vehicle Interior Brush 
Item number 631559

 
 
 
 
 
 
Remove dust from dashboards, 
instrument panels, switch 
housings, and more with this 
brush made of natural fibers.

15” Vehicle Wash Brush 
Item numbers 475752 
 

 
 
 
This rubber-edged brush is safe 
and effective for use on large 
vehicles as a dip or waterfed 
brush.

Rim Cleaning Hand Brush 
Item number 525352

The brush has chemically 
resistant, medium-stiffness, 
synthetic bristles and a nylon-
protected handle.

Washing Scrub Brush 
Item number 524652

This hand brush helps ensure 
excellent results for detail 
cleaning, while its rubber edges 
protect surfaces.

Multi-Purpose/Rim Brush 
Item number 525252

This hand brush is an excellent 
dip brush, frequently used on 
rims and wheels. Rubber edges 
prevent paint damage.

Hand Brush 
Item number 450252

Keep workshop benches clean 
with this soft, slimline hand brush, 
or use it to clean out interiors.
 

Nail Brush 
Item number 64409

 
 
 
 
 
 
Clean fingernails, upholstery, 
or carpets with this durable nail 
brush.

Hand & Detail Brushes

Waterfed Tools

Automatic Shutoff Coupling 
Item number 0703US

Connect an acme thread hose 
to this coupling to make it 
compatible with any Vikan quick-
connect tool. 

*Additional colors available. Visit remcoproducts.com/transport for full details.
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Windshield Sponge/Squeegee 
w/ Telescopic Handle 
Item number 473952 
 

 
 

This telescopic squeegee/
sponge combo can extend up to 
49 inches. Replacement heads 
(Item number 473852 ) are 
available.
 

14” Wipe’n’Shine Squeegee 
Item number 707852

Removes water from a vehicle 
post-wash quickly and efficiently 
to prevent water stains. Well 
suited for larger vans and trucks. 
Can be handle-mounted for 
extended reach.  

18” Wipe’n’Shine Squeegee 
Item number 707952

Removes water after a wash-
down to preventing residue or 
limescale deposits. Works well 
for tractor trailers and commercial 
trucks. Can be handle-mounted 
for extended reach.

20” Floor Squeegee 
Item number 77539

Ideal for removing water and oil, 
this black polypropylene floor 
squeegee has an oil-resistant 
cellular rubber blade.*

Windshield Squeegee/Sponge 
Item number 473852

Replacement head, featuring a 
rubber blade and a sponge with 
an abrasive net for removing 
insects. For use with 473952.

59” Ergonomic Handle 
Item number 293752 
 

 
 
 
The aluminum handle features a 
convenient hanging hook and an 
ergonomic design.
 

59” Polypropylene Handle 
Item number 29629 
 

 
 
 
This one-piece handle is 
constructed from polypropylene, 
making it durable and 
ergonomically friendly.* 

39” Basic Aluminum Handle 
Item number 29339 
 

 
 
 
This handle is constructed from 
aluminum, providing a lightweight 
option that holds up well against 
tough jobs.*

62”- 109” Telescopic Handle 
Item number 297552 
 

 
 

This telescopic handle has an 
insulated sleeve for a comfortable 
grip.
 

24” Floor Squeegee 
Item numbers 77549

A long black cellular rubber blade 
makes quick work of cleaning oil, 
water, or cleaning agents off of 
garage floors.*

10” Wipe’n’Shine Squeegee 
Item numbers 707752

Effectively removes residues 
from hard-glazed and painted 
surfaces. This small size can be 
stored in a vehicle for on-the-
go cleaning. Can be handle-
mounted for extended reach. 

63”- 109” Telescopic 
Waterfed Handle w/ Quick 
Disconnect Fitting 
Item number 297352Q 

 

 
The handle has an ergonomic  
insulated grip and a ½” quick  
disconnect fitting. (Requires a 
0703US coupling)

42”- 63” Telescopic Waterfed 
Handle w/ Quick Disconnect 
Fitting 
Item number 297152Q 

 

 
This handle has a comfortable 
grip with a quick disconnect that 
can be used up to a pressure 
of 87 psi. (Requires a 0703US 
coupling)

Handles

Squeegees

*Additional colors and/or sizes available. Visit remcoproducts.com/transport for full details.

63”- 109” Telescopic 
Waterfed Handle w/ Barbed 
Hose Fitting 
Item number 297352 

 

 
The handle can be connected 
to the bare end of a hose with a 
hose clamp. 
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17” Garage Broom 
Item number 311552

 
 
Designed for sweeping up wet 
and greasy waste, this wooden 
broom features hard PVC bristles 
and a threaded socket. Can be 
used with any handle within the 
Vikan Transport System. 

Dustpan 
Item number 56609

Collect debris when cleaning 
garages or grounds with this 
dustpan.*
 

Split Bristle Angled Broom 
Item number 29169

 

This angled broom can reach into 
difficult areas that push brooms 
struggle to clean. Its bristles can 
pick up the smallest of powders 
without leaving residue.*
 

26” Garage Broom 
Item number 311752

 
 
This wooden broom can quickly 
tackle the largest messes thanks 
to its hard bristles and solid 
wooden block.

  

Garage & Shop Tools

Basic Wall Bracket                            
Item number 06195

This basic bracket is designed 
to organize tool storage and can 
hold up to 3 tools at a time.*
 

Lobby Dustpan w/Broom 
Item number 62509

Quickly sweep up messes with 
this lobby dustpan set. The bin 
shuts for easy dirt disposal.*
 

Bucket 
Item number 56922

Fill this 5 gallon bucket with 
soapy water to dip brushes and 
scrubs during cleaning.* 

Safety Shovel 
Item number 6898SS

Ideal for keeping grounds clean, 
this shovel moves large volumes 
quickly and can be disassembled 
for easy storage.* 

Regrind Safety Shovel 
Item number 6982RG

This shovel is a cost-effective 
option for moving waste, debris, 
or even snow.* 

Pan Safety Shovel 
Item number 6895SS

Quickly and easily scoop up large 
amounts of debris to keep your 
grounds looking as clean as your 
fleet.*

Wall Bracket for 4-6 Tools 
Item number 10189

This bracket helps organize up to 
6 tools at a time, and lets workers 
quickly grab and put away tools.* 
 

*Additional colors and/or sizes available. Visit remcoproducts.com/transport for full details.
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#1

The right tools
for the job

Exterior vehicle  
windows and 
paint
The soft rubber blade 
of Vikan’s Wipe-n-Shine 
is particularly effective 
at removing water and 
limescale spots from 

paint and 
windows.

Item no. 707852

Professional cleaning equipment is a necessity 
for accomplishing tasks efficiently and effectively. 
This is par ti cularly relevant in the transport 
industry where vehicles need to be turned 
around quickly. If you have a cleaning 
challenge, Remco can help you choose
the correct tools for your task.

#2  Wheels and rims
These high-quality brushes offer safe and effective 
cleaning and are especially suitable for removing 
stubborn dirt from wheels and rims

Item no. 
 525352                 545252     525252
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#5 Interior detailing
The interior detail brushes make quick work of 
dusting and fine detail cleaning. With a variety 

of sizes to choose from, small 
seams and tricky recessed 

areas are easily 
accessible.

Item no.  
       524752        556052        631559

#3 Garage and shop maintenance
Our durable push brooms effectively move debris, 
helping you keep the wash area clean. Rugged shovels 
help remove whatever you sweep up. 

Item no.  
            29629          311552             6898SS             6895SS

#4 Exterior paint
Vikan’s telescopic and ergonomic waterfed handles 
ensure effective and comfortable cleaning of vehicles. 
Fully adjustable to the user and the cleaning task, 
the handles have a range of 59–108 inches. Efficient,   
gentle, and easy, the angled brush head or the adjust-

able brush head for hard-to-reach areas can make 
quick work of cleaning tasks.

Item no.  
        297352        526852            524752           475752



Cleaning simplified
Professional cleaning requires the correct approach as well as the right tools. The Vikan six-stage process will 
leave the exterior of your vehicle spotlessly clean:

• Apply a good foam mix of detergent and water.

• Leave the vehicle to soak for a couple of minutes so 
dust and dirt loosens and binds to the foam.

• Wash the vehicle with plenty of clean water to 
remove debris and prevent small pieces of sediment 
from scratching the paintwork when using a brush.

• Using a waterfed or hand brush, wash the vehicle 
with water and detergent. 

• Rinse the vehicle thoroughly with clean water.

• Use the rubber-bladed Wipe-n-Shine to remove 
wash water and leave windows and paintwork streak 
free.

REMCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Tel.: 317.876.9856

Fax: 800.585.8619

https://remcoproducts.com

sales@remcoproducts.com
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Remco sells Vikan tools exclusively through partner distributors in the United States and Canada. If you would like 
help finding a place to purchase these tools, or you want to learn more about becoming a distributor, please contact 
our Customer Service team. The team can be reached by email cs@remcoproducts.com, or phone 317.8763.9856


